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CALL REPORTIssue # 8Document's Author: Anne Buttimer/ARRB Date Created: 07/12/95 The Players Who 

called whom? Who initiated the call? Description of the Call Date: 07/12/95Subject: New Orleans based 

assassination recordsSummary of the Call:Several weeks ago researcher Jim Dieugenio suggested I contact 

Romney Stubbs, who may have information about the Hale Boggs papers at Tulane University. Due to Mrs. 

Boggs appearance at the Board's New Orleans hearing and her offer of cooperation regarding her husband's 

papers I had not contacted Stubbs yet, however he called me today and left a message. I called him and left a 

message, I will follow up with him on my return to the office next week. Stubbs may be contacted at home, 

504/891-1814.Stubbs called back this afternoon and said he was the researcher who talked to John Judge and 

who provided the information in the fax Judge sent us on 6/29/95. Stubbs said he has been researching the 

New Orleans based right-wing invovlement in JFK's assassination for the past several years, along with his 

brother, and is familiar with the records holdings of the Historic New Orleans Collection, Tulane University, 

Southeastern Louisiana State University, and the New Orleans Public Library. Stubbs said he has conducted a 

number of interviews of people involved in right wing activies and CIA sponsored activities going back to the 

late 1950's in New Orleans; in fact he referred to New Orleans as a "third-world banana republic" because of 

the strong influence right wing politics, the CIA, and corporations such as United Fruit played in New Orleans' 

history. Stubbs said he has worked with Jim DiEugenio, John Judge, and others, researching the JFK 

assassination. He offered to meet with me on my next visit to New Orleans if he could be of any assistance in 

the Review Board's work.Stubbs provided the following information: Leander Perez - a legend in Louisiana. 

"Owned" an oil rich parish south of New Orleans, robbed the people of their oil rights royalties for years. Perez 

was a right wing extremist who died in the 1970's and had a wide spread reputation as a "vile character." Was 

involved with Banister, Ochsner, Murchison, Hunt Brothers and William Reily through common right wing 

political activities. Stubbs thinks it would be fascinating and fruitful to learn what Perez was up to over the 

years, although he does not think Perez left his papers to any organization/library, etc. Perez had two sons, 

one is deceased, the other, Chalin Perez, is an attorney in New Orleans. Chalin has a reputation as not being 

very cooperative or easy to deal with. Ed Butler is moving the INCA files to a new storehouse, possibly in 

Slidell. Stubbs thought Butler still lived or had a home or office in Slidell. William Gurvich is deceased. His 

brother(s) run a private detective agency in New Orleans and based on what a friend of Stubbs's saw in the 

detective agencies files while he worked there, the agency has Gurvich's files from his days with Garrison.Isaac 

Don Levine - a former (?) CIA operative, wrote several books about the JFK assassination from a fictional 
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